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NEWS | President Trump

STUDENT LIFE | More than a club

NEWS | PTSD

The USUVA, bringing student veterans
together since 2012.

20 veterans in the United States commit
suicide every day because of PTSD.

see PAGE 8

After an upset victory on Election Night, Donald Trump is now faced with the difficult task
of uniting the nation.

see PAGE 6

SPORTS | Social Media Solicitation
It wasn’t popcorn and it wasn’t free
t-shirts, but USU soccer drew the crowds
nonetheless.

see PAGE 11

see PAGE 2

REMEMBER
Ninety-eight years ago, on the “eleventh

ress, as individuals and as a society, is rarely

month,” an armistice unofficially ending “The

and the pursuit of happiness, freedom of ex-

hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh

linear. The American Dream — life, liberty

Great War” went into effect. While the war

pression, limitless opportunities — is not an

wouldn’t officially end until the Treaty of Ver-

impossible goal, but it’s also not an easy goal.

sailles was signed seven months later, hostili-

This is not the worst moment in our nation’s

ties ceased that day — November 11, 1918.

history nor is it the most divided our nation

Over time, Armistice Day evolved into Veter-

has ever been. This is, however, a pivotal

ans Day in the United States, a time for us to

point in American history. Let us continue

celebrate those who have served, living and

striving for something greater. We can be bet-

dead. This year, the day to remember those

ter. We will be better. Let us recognize our

who have fought and died in service to our

weaknesses, but also let us not forget the ide-

country seems particularly poignant. This

als this nation was founded on. As such, this

election cycle, as vicious as any in recent

issue is dedicated to the men and women in

memory, has created a rift in our country. It’s

our armed forces, those who have lived and

evident that people on both sides of the polit-

died in defense of the ideals, even as we strug-

ical aisle believe we’ve fallen short of the ide-

gle to fully realize them. The Dream will live

als America was founded on. But that doesn’t

on, as long as we are willing to keep trying.

need to lead to despair. Those ideals we so

PHOTO BY Morgan Empey

fervently believe in are just that — ideas,

goals, dreams and visions we strive for. Prog-

May God bless America, the land of the free
and the home of the brave.

— The Statesman Editorial Board

THEN VS. NOW
By Isabel Forinash
STAFF WRITER

Thousands of members within the 12 service

branches of the military have given service
across the seas, through the air and over the
land. Two veterans from of the Utah Air Nation-

al Guard and the United States Navy shared

their experiences in training, deployment and
other militant operations.

Collier Lunt walked with purpose, fully

equipped with a Rancherito’s burrito in hand
and two bags slung over his shoulder to carry
the weight of everything he needed as a full-

time student at Utah State University and a
part-time veteran of the Guard.

An average college student’s weekend may

consist of a party here, a football game there, a

little four-hour study session cramming for
next week’s test everywhere. Lunt, however, is

not just an average college student because his

the Navy for 20 years. Ten years of his service
was spent overseas.

The retired veteran sports a Mountain Dew, a

launching missiles from a ship at sea, to being a
crew member on an aircraft carrier.

Compared to Lunt’s time spent as a veteran,

weekends also consist of him completing his

Seahawks hoodie reflective of his passion for

Ruegger has almost double the amount of years

member, his mission varies depending on the

in his walk as Lunt.

formed tasks with the Guard that Ruegger did

job training for his current mission. As a guard
current responsibilities given him from the

football and the same purpose and steady step

Both the U.S. Navy and the Utah Air National

plethora of title orders that are given to every

Guard are generally given the same duties and

According to the Veteran’s Association, only

Lunt have performed over their years of experi-

member of the military.

about 500-600 students that attend USU are
currently enlisted veterans.

in the armed forces. However, Lunt has pernot even come close to.

As a part of the Utah Air National Guard, Lunt

orders, but the details of the tasks Ruegger and

said he does a lot of maintenance on aircraft

ence are quite different.

to the appropriate shop.

Ruegger said the primary mission of the U.S.

such as identifying problems and dispatching it

“Honestly I think I have the best job ever be-

Even though Doug Ruegger may not be among

Navy is to protect the seas, but the variety of

cause during the summer I can get on two to

military experience under his belt and is one of

than the primary mission can identify. With a

world and do different types of missions that

one of the currently enlisted, he has 20 years of

those that can relate to a handful of the tasks
and duties Lunt has performed.

Ruegger served as an active duty member of

tasks he has performed cover so much more

thoughtful countenance, Ruegger said he has
done everything from being on a ship that
hauled marines where they needed to be, to

three months of orders, I can go travel the

are pretty important,” Lunt said. “Then during

the school year I work two to three days out of
the month and go to school full-time.”

Lunt and Ruegger both said their military in-

volvement has given them travel experience
they could not have gained anywhere else.

Ruegger’s years in the Navy have brought him

around the world three times and stationed

him pretty much everywhere on the west coast.

“I was just having a good time, being a small-

town boy in all these foreign cities,” he said.

Ruegger relates experiences that range from

visiting an alligator park in India, to participat-

ing in a full-fledged ceremonial promotion as

his crew crossed the international dateline, to

bar hopping with a British rugby team in Hong
Kong.

Even though Lunt has not sailed or flown the

span of the globe three times over, he also has
had his fair share of travel.

He has been stationed in places from Colorado

to Guam. His favorite place thus far is the

Azores where he toured the inside of a dormant
volcano.

Lunt also characterizes his military involve-

ment as the jumpstart for his career and said it

has helped him do many things outside of the
military.
PHOTO COURTESY OF Doug Ruegger
Ruegger poses on a naval aircraft carrier during his active-duty service.

“I needed a way to get to college and I knew I

see “Then vs. Now” PAGE 9
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USUSA BLOTTER
U TA H S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y S T U D E N T A S S O C I AT I O N

Notes from the USUSA meeting on Nov. 8.
Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
the Senate Chambers located in the Taggart
Student Center, and are open to all students.

2. A new crowd-funding program is being tested by the Student Alumni Office. The program
would be similar to GoFundMe, but would
only include Utah State and could potentially
be opened up to all students at some point.

1. USUSA passed a bill to temporarily allow
funds from a not-yet-established Club Sports
fund to go to the Men’s Club Soccer team,
which qualified for nationals. USUSA pledged
$3500 to the team and vice president for
student affairs James Morales is expected to
match that pledge through his office, said student body President Ashley Waddoups.

3. A service opportunity is available for
Spanish-speakers to help assist with driver’s
education courses at Woodruff Elementary
School. Contact the Service Center for more
information.
4. As of Tuesday’s meeting, results of the
Campus Cup were unclear. Southern Utah

University was the competitor the Government
Relations Council was most concerned about
winning.
5. Students senators are working to set meetings with faculty senate members to discuss
No Test Week policy and expanding options
for Depth Education courses.
6. Campus Recreation is working to improve
the Hurd Rewards program debuted last year.
7. A concept is in the works to create a diversity elective at USU. The idea is being tested by

the Diversity and Clubs office.
8. Charters for Student Events committee
chairs were adapted. Office hours were reduced to five hours per week and committee
chairs are no longer required to spend one
hour per week at the TSC info booth.
9. A rough draft of a bill of rights for graduate students is in the works. The document
will address problems graduate students face,
including funding for research.

Trump vows to unify a deeply divided nation
and global financial markets alike. But it creat-

ed pure joy inside the hotel ballroom where

By Jill Colvin and Steve Peoples
ASSOCIATED PRESS

hundreds of Trump supporters waited for hours

NEW YORK (AP) — President-elect Donald

Trump vowed Wednesday to unify a deeply di-

vided nation, having scored a stunning victory
backed by extraordinary support from working-class America.
The

tough-talking

New

York

billionaire

claimed victories in the nation’s premier battleground states, but his appeal across the indus-

trial Midwest — Pennsylvania and Wisconsin,

in particular — sealed a victory that defied
pre-election polls and every expectation of the
political establishment.

“I say it is time for us to come together as one

united people,” Trump told supporters gathered in a Manhattan hotel near his Trump Tower campaign headquarters.

“For those who have chosen not to support me

in the past, of which there were a few people,

I’m reaching out to you for your guidance and

your help so we can work together and unify

our great country,” he said, the stage crowded
with family and his most loyal allies.

Trump addressed the nation after sweeping

most of the nation’s top battlegrounds — and
created some new ones.

He won Ohio, Florida and North Carolina. He

also took down the Democratic Party’s “blue
firewall” by scoring victories in Pennsylvania

and Wisconsin, states that haven’t supported a
Republican presidential candidate since 1988
and 1984 respectively.

Trump’s win shocked political professionals

for his celebration speech. They hugged each
other, chanted “USA!” and bellowed “God bless
America” at the top of their lungs.

House Speaker Paul Ryan called Trump Tues-

day night to congratulate him on his “incredible victory.”

“We are eager to work hand-in-hand with the

new administration to advance an agenda to
improve the lives of the American people,”

Ryan, who had a rocky relationship with Trump

at times, said in a statement. “This has been a
great night for our party, and now we must turn
our focus to bringing the country together.”

While Democrat Hillary Clinton was trying to

make history as the first female president,
Trump made a different kind of history as one

of the least experienced presidential candidates
ever elected.

A businessman and former reality TV star, he

is a true political outsider in a way that marks a
sharp break from past presidents.

Some were branded resume lightweights:

ex-governors George W. Bush of Texas, Bill
Clinton of Arkansas and Ronald Reagan of Cal-

ifornia, among them. But they had served

PHOTOS BY AP Photo/ Evan Vucci
President-elect Donald Trump smiles as he arrives to speak at an election night rally Wednesday in New York.

somewhere — whether in Congress, states or in

ton, a fixture in public service over the last

Trump’s outsider status ultimately helped him

Ever the showman, his strategy relied almost

previously vowed never to support Trump were

His political inexperience allowed him to cast

voters, ignoring the grunt work that typically

“If Trump wins, he does deserve the benefit of

ers in both parties were hungry for change. The

Pre-election polls suggested he was the least

era.

a leadership post in an administration.

three decades.

politically far more than it hurt.

exclusively on massive rallies to connect with

himself as a change agent just as frustrated vot-

fuels successful campaigns.

the doubt because he was right on his chances

message was particularly effective against Clin-

popular presidential nominee in the modern

servative leader Erick Erickson.

Yet there were signs that Republicans who

willing to give him a chance moving forward.

and so many of us were wrong,” tweeted con-

Clinton says highest glass ceiling will be shattered one day
By Lisa Lerer and Ken Thomas
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK (AP) Gone was the ballroom with

a soaring glass ceiling, the confetti and the ce-

lebrity guest stars. Instead, Hillary Clinton
looked out to a group of grief-stricken aides
and tearful supporters, as she acknowledged

her stunning loss of the presidency to Donald
Trump.

“This is painful,” Clinton said, her voice crack-

ling with emotion, “and it will be for a long

time.” But she told her faithful to accept Trump

and the election results, urging them to give

brought to mind her 2008 concession speech

thought.”

Before Clinton took the stage at a New York

spoke of putting “18 million cracks” in the glass

aides, who had ended their campaign with a

“To all the little girls who are watching this,

projected optimism that she would maintain

him “an open mind and a chance to lead.”

City hotel, top aides filed in, eyes red and

shoulders slumped, as they tried to process the

after the Democratic primaries in which she
ceiling.

celebrity businessman’s shocking win after a

never doubt that you are valuable and powerful

Day to make Clinton the first woman elected

in the world to pursue and achieve your own

campaign that appeared poised until Election
U.S. president.

Clinton, who twice sought the presidency, told

women: “I know we have still not shattered

and deserving of every chance and opportunity

the diverse coalition assembled by President
Barack Obama in the past two elections.

On the final day of the campaign, Clinton lit-

erally followed Obama to stand behind a podi-

In perhaps a subtle nod to bridging the red

outside Independence Hall in Philadelphia. As

ident Bill Clinton, stood wistfully by her side.

state and blue state divide, Clinton wore a pur-

than we might think right now.” Her remarks

while her husband wore a purple tie.

ple blouse and a dark blazer with a purple lapel
It may have been the final public act for the

enduring political partnership of the Clintons,
who appeared on the verge of returning to

um with a presidential seal at a massive rally

she walked up to the lectern, the president

bent down to pull out a small stool for Clinton.

Before leaving the stage, Obama leaned over to

whisper in Clinton’s ear, “We’ll have to make
this permanent.”

The devastating loss for the party, which will

power after 16 years. If Clinton had won, it

no longer hold the White House and will con-

lady was elected U.S. president.

Congress,

would have marked the first time a former first

Clinton’s campaign was trying to make sense

of a dramatic election night in which Trump
captured battleground states like Florida, North
Carolina and Ohio and demolished a longstanding “blue wall” of states in the Upper Midwest that had backed every Democratic presi-

dential candidate since her husband won the
presidency in 1992.

As Democrats were left wondering how they

had misread their country, mournful Clinton
backers gathered outside the hotel Wednesday.

“I was devastated. Shocked. Still am,” said

tinue to be in the minority of both chambers of
was

certain

to

open

painful

soul-searching among Democrats, who had en-

dured a lengthy primary between Clinton and

Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders. The so-called

democratic socialist drew strong support

among liberals amid an electorate calling for

change but then backed Clinton’s general election bid.

Yet her team spent the bulk of their time fo-

cused on attacking Trump, while failing to ade-

quately address Clinton’s deep liabilities or the
wave of frustration roiling the nation.

Every time the race focused on Clinton, her

Shirley Ritenour, 64, a musician from Brooklyn,

numbers dropped, eventually making her one

morning there were a lot of people crying.”

tory. And she offered an anxious electorate a

New York. “When I came in on the subway this

Flanked by her husband, daughter Chelsea

Clinton and running mate Virginia Sen. Tim KaPHOTOS BY AP Photo Andrew Harnik
Former President Bill Clinton applauds as his wife, Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton speaks in New York, Wednesday, Nov.
9, 2016. Clinton conceded the presidency to Donald Trump in a phone call early Wednesday morning, a stunning end to a campaign that
appeared poised right up until Election Day to make her the first woman elected U.S. president.

whirlwind tour of battleground states and had

dreams,” she said as her husband, former Pres-

that highest and hardest glass ceiling. But
someday, someone will and hopefully sooner

The results were startling to Clinton and her

ine, Clinton said she had offered to work with
Trump on behalf of a country that she acknowl-

edged was “more deeply divided than we

of the least-liked presidential nominees in his-

message of breaking barriers and the strength

of diversity hardly a rallying cry leaving her ad-

visers debating the central point of her candidacy late into the primary race.

NEWS
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Students react to President Trump
Angry and devastated
By Alison Berg
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Many minority students woke up with anger,

has made in steps toward equality is now ru-

ined, disagreeing with Trump’s “Make America
Great Again” slogan.

“People think Trump will make America great

fear and devastation about Donald Trump’s

again. That is bull s---. He will take steps back-

selves, their families and their future children.

Students who don’t agree with Trump ex-

presidency; these students feared for them-

ward in making America great,” Yonk said.

“It’s been so hard to see my community strug-

plained why they felt Trump won the presiden-

American junior studying sociology, as she

“He used the fear left over from 9/11 to get a

gle like this,” said Jasmine Lee, an African

cy, regardless of the faults they believe he has.

fought back tears. “I have two little brothers

vote so that he could continue to marginalize

feel like they can’t share their opinion, or step

Other students agreed Trump used fear as a

and they will grow up in a world where they

already oppressed minorities,” Yonk said.

outside without the worry of being shot or ar-

tool to win votes.

rested because of this election.”

Donald Trump has been clear about his opin-

ions on minorities. He has referred to Mexicans
as “rapists,” “drug dealers,” and “bad hombres.” He has also referred to Muslims as “terrorists” and women as “pigs.”

Students in the Access and Diversity clubs ex-

plained their feelings toward Trump leading

“I think undue fear and hatred is how he won

the election,” Jimenez said.

Although students were angry, devastated and

shocked, many hope the country will unite and
make a change despite the circumstances.

“I plan on going to law school, and hopefully

I can help create change from within,” said
Hannah Mccan, a senior studying political sci-

the country.

ence.

promote love and to show people we are so

the country.

is the bull s--- that comes out of it,” said Na-

decide how we can come together. No matter

tional studies.

must all find common ground so we can move

“We strive every day to promote inclusion, to

much more than they believe us to be, and this

homi Jimenez, a sophomore studying internaIn addition to outrage, some students were

shocked when Trump’s presidency was an-

Other students expressed a need to help unify
“Our country is now divided and we have to

what political affiliation you identify with, we
forward,” Endres said.

While many minority students felt angry, they

nounced.

also felt awestruck by their peers’ ability to

ics, Muslims, African Americans and members

ment.

Trump; he is misogynistic, racist and homopho-

were able to get out of bed today and face this

“I just don’t understand how women, Hispan-

function properly after hearing the announce-

of the LGBTQ+ community could support

“It’s not easy, but I’m very proud of those who

bic,” said Curt Yonk, a student studying psychology and anthropology.

Carsyn Endres, a sophomore studying com-

munication studies, agreed.
o “I am truly shocked ... it is unbelievable to me
e that a candidate that had such a blatant disre-

gard for so many different kinds of people will
f be our next president.”

s Students also felt any progress the country
-

world,” Jimenez said.

And, in the midst of all the distress, students

were still able to remain positive and take a

Surprised and optimistic
Despite some students’ confidence in what

By Shanie Howard
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

will happen during Trump’s presidency, some

Many Utah State University students who

office.

are still not sure what Trump will do while in

were hoping for Donald Trump were surprised
by the announcement that Trump is going to be
the next president of the United States, but
once the surprise wore off, optimism set in.

“I was surprised in a good way,” said Tyler

Blackburn, an aviation student. “I’ve been rooting for him since his nomination.”

“I was excited Trump is president, but I don’t

know what to expect from Trump,” said Tylynn
Barker, a sophomore.

Sierra Zimmerman, a senior human move-

ment science major, feels the same conflict of
optimism and doubt.

“I was happy Hillary didn’t get it but I still feel

Allan Blad, a junior, was also excited to hear

uncertain about our future,” Zimmerman said.

“I think that it’s really good that there is some-

lieve Trump’s actions will be for the best.

that Trump won the election.

one outside the Washington hall in office,” Blad
said.

But not everyone who is now supporting

Trump shared Blackburn and Blad’s dedication
during the campaign process.

“I’m a registered conservative, not a regis-

tered Trump supporter,” said Phil Legoubin, a
sophomore.

But Legoubin still believes that under the

right circumstances Trump could create a better America.

Even with the uncertainty, many students be“He is crazy enough and different enough it

could turn out OK,” said Danielle Johnson, a
science major.

Even with Trump’s victory, pro-Trump stu-

dents know he will face difficulties during his
presidency.

“The first half of his presidency will be him

trying to win over the rest of the country,”
Blackburn said.

Some students who support Trump still ex-

press concern about how the public will react

“If he plays his cards right, he could do some

to him.

Students who voted for Trump look forward

one says something bad about him,” Legoubin

“He said he will make abortion in general not

get under his skin if they insult his character.”

good,” Legoubin said.

to seeing him make his promised changes.

as accessible,” said Brinley Robinson, a sophomore in the nursing program.

Many students expect to see Trump make

“I’m worried he will act like a child if some-

said. “He has already proven that people can
But all doubts aside, many students are still

hopeful that Trump really will “make America
great again.”

changes in the economy.

“I think it will lead to more growth in infra-

structure and business,” said Blackburn.

Blad also said he expects to see some huge

— shaniehoward214@gmail.com
@HowardShanie

economic changes while Trump is in office.

constructive outlook on the situation.

“I will not stop until I have made my voice

heard and until I have helped and assisted marginalized groups make their voices heard because this is not OK,” Yonk said.
— alisonberg28@gmail.com
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AGGIES IN THE GREAT WAR

Authors discuss USU’s involvement in World War I
By Jordan Floyd
NEWS STAFF WRITER

It has been nearly 100 years since the United

States entered World War I. Many at Utah State

University know the story of WWI, and a similar
number probably know the university was a hotbed of military involvement during the war’s approximate four-year span.

What many USU students may not know, how-

ever, is what life was like for their university predecessors 100 years ago.

That is exactly what a pair of authors and his-

torians set out to do in their latest historical fic-

tion novel, “No Peace with the Dawn: A Novel of
the Great War.”

Both authors, E.B. Wheeler and Jeffrey

Bateman, have ties to the university. Wheeler

earned master’s degrees in history fields at USU,
and Bateman earned a pair of master’s degrees

from USU in history and strategic studies. Their
relations to the university perhaps made them
the optimal pair to delve into and re-create the
experiences of a fascinating group of USU students.

“They knew about the war but it wasn’t their

problem,” Wheeler said. “We wanted to look at
that — how it became their war.”

The pair visited USU on Nov. 3 to discuss the

process of conducting researching for and writing the book.

PHOTO BY Samuel Brown
Jeffrey Bateman, an author of “No Peace with the Dawn: A Novel of the Great War,” addresses a crowd at Utah State University on Nov. 3.

Bateman began by saying the book’s charac-

ters, setting and descriptive details were all a
matter of hard, thorough research. In fact, both

Bateman and Wheeler gathered a major portion
of their information, which they used to write
the novel, from USU’s special collections and archives.

“The story arc tells itself,” Bateman said. “Ev-

erything in the book actually happened — maybe not to our characters, but to somebody.”

He and Wheeler gave Thursday’s crowd

glimpses into the lives of a set of students who
attended USU during WWI and discussed how
each influenced characters in their novel.

Bateman highlighted a student named Joseph

Havertz who, because of his German descent,

was nicknamed “Kaiser” by his fellow students.

cost for her own vehicle and, throughout the
course of the war, her own gasoline.

Women’s roles in the military were limited

Havertz, Bateman said, was a “hidden treasure”

then, but it was still dangerous for them, Wheel-

of the university’s student newspaper. Havertz

cent. She marveled during the lecture at the re-

he found in articles published in the early years
served as the basis for one of the book’s charac-

ters, Bateman said, and was a way for the book

Bateman ended the lecture by noting the world

silience of USU’s women in the war.

war, he said, they were willing to serve their

At closing, Wheeler commented on the general

Wheeler, similarly, detailed the life of volun-

had an argument for being the United States’

her way into the war, Wheeler said, fronting the

had it tough.”

awareness of the students that inspired his and

population of youth during WWI, which includ-

teer ambulance driver Maude Fitch. She paid

said. “It was a hard time. That generation really

er said. Women faced a casualty rate of 9 per-

to explore the tumultuous time German-Americans had at the university during the war.

war) — we saw how bad people could be,” she

ed the students at USU, stating that for her they
“great generation.”

“A lot of idealism was shattered (during the

Wheeler’s book. Despite the grim nature of the

country. “They didn’t enter the war with a de-

gree of naivety,” Bateman said. “They knew
what was going on, but they entered anyway.”
— jordan.floyd@aggiemail.usu.edu

Thousands join anti-Trump protests

near the Texas Capitol, then briefly blocked a
crowded traffic bridge.

Marchers protesting Donald Trump’s election

as president chanted and carried signs in front of

the Trump International Hotel in Washington,
D.C.

Local media outlets broadcast video Wednes-

day night showing a peaceful crowd in front of

the new downtown hotel. Many chanted “No
racist USA, no trump, no KKK.”

Another group stood outside the White House.

They held candles, listened to speeches and sang
songs.

Earlier Wednesday, protesters at American Uni-

versity burned U.S. flags on campus.

In Oregon, dozens of people blocked traffic in

downtown Portland, burned American flags and

forced a delay for trains on two light-rail lines.

Earlier the protest in downtown drew several

Trump supporters, who taunted the demonstra-

tors with signs. At one point, a lone Trump sup-

porter was chased across Pioneer Courthouse

Square and hit in the back with a skateboard
before others intervened.

Protests also were reported at a number of uni-

versities in California and Connecticut, while

several hundred people marched in San Francis-

co and others gathered outside City Hall in Los
Angeles.
PHOTOS BY Jane Tyska/Bay Area News Group via AP
Madeline Lopes, left, and Cassidy Irwin, both of Oakland, march with other protesters in downtown Oakland, Calif., early Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2016. President-elect Donald Trump’s victory set off multiple protests.

By Associated Press

try and stir up hatred.” He added there was a
constitutional duty not to accept that.

tion’s outcome.

In Boston, thousands of anti-Donald Trump

A similar protest in Manhattan drew about

protesters streamed through downtown, chant-

took to the streets Wednesday to condemn the

enue in midtown, police installed barricades to

said “Impeach Trump” and “Abolish Electoral

The demonstrations were mostly peaceful, au-

Hundreds of protesters gathered near Philadel-

Thousands of protesters around the country

1,000 people. Outside Trump Tower on Fifth Av-

ing “Trump’s a racist” and carrying signs that

election of Donald Trump as president.

keep the demonstrators at bay.

thorities said.

phia’s City Hall despite chilly, wet weather. Par-

before marching toward the Massachusetts

through the Loop and gathered outside Trump

Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton and inde-

extra police officers.

Chicago resident Michael Burke said he be-

to Clinton in the primary — expressed anger at

In Chicago, several thousand people marched

ticipants — who included both supporters of

Tower, chanting “Not my president!”

pendent Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, who lost

lieves the president-elect will “divide the coun-

both Republicans and Democrats over the elec-

College.”

The protesters gathered on Boston Common

Statehouse, with beefed-up security including
Hundreds of University of Texas students

spilled out of classrooms to march through
downtown Austin. They marched along streets

The only major violence was reported in Oak-

land, California, during a protest that began

shortly before midnight and lasted into early
Wednesday morning.

Some demonstrators set garbage bins on fire,

broke windows and sprayed graffiti at five busi-

nesses in the downtown area, police said. No
arrests were made.

Another protest began Wednesday evening

downtown, with several hundred chanting,

sign-waving people gathering in Frank Ogawa
Plaza.

In San Francisco, hundreds are marching along

Market Avenue, one of the city’s main avenues,

to join a vigil in the Castro District, a predominantly gay neighborhood.

R
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COMING TOGETHER THROUGH THE USUVA
vice.”

By Katherine Taylor & Isabel Forinash
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITERS

Their events have included everything from

barbecues, to learning about brewing beer, to

The Utah State University Veteran’s Association

reshingling the roof of a local Vietnam veteran.

for veteran and non-veteran students to share

the job is catering to the wide demographic of

others.

wide variety of activities.

Veterans Association, people told him it would

girls are used to a certain social environment,

Falcon was a recently returned veteran of the

Falcon said. “So they get out and they can do

wanted to find other veterans. At the time, there

A lot of the returning veterans — the Iraq and

erans connect with each other. This is where the

They don’t want to just sit around. So that’s

is an organization that provides a community

According to Falcon, one of the hardest parts of

experiences and have some fun doing good for

veterans and their diverse interests, hence the
“Being in the military, a lot of these guys and

When Jake Falcon decided to create the USU

probably fail.

where it’s very rigorous and mission-oriented,”

Marine Corps when he came to USU and he

whatever they want. They have a lot of freedom.

were very little resources on campus to help vet-

Afghanistan veterans — want to do something.

idea for the USUVA came from.

what we do. We try to provide an outlet for them
to do something.”

“A lot of veterans don’t really reach out to

Though sometimes the USUVA organizes pub

things around them and I get the impression

nights, they are just as likely to organize public

that a lot of people are just ready to do their own
thing,” said Brandon Steed, treasurer of the
USUVA, “but within the group of veterans that

PHOTO COURTESY OF Jake Falcon
Jake Falcon is the founder of the USU Veterans Association.

we have here, there’s a lot of common interests

see numbers in the double digits, sometimes

you can go out and do pretty much anything you

year, the USUVA organized a weekly pizza social

and if you can get the guys and the gals together,

want without having to worry about getting hurt
or being alone.”

However, some vets had seen multiple organi-

zations like Falcon’s come and go, and told him
it likely wouldn’t last very long.

“They said, ‘go ahead, give it a shot, they don’t

have much success,’” Falcon said. “And I was

Contreras said his primary focus has been to

more than thirty. At the beginning of this school

find a way to get the population of student vet-

every Wednesday in an effort for the club to gain

Currently a full-time senior at USU and a veter-

erans more involved on and off-campus.

momentum and popularity amongst students.

an with 9 years of experience in the United

hosts about 200 students, but there are more

has benefited greatly from the experience he has

Steed said that their current club e-mailing list

than 500 veterans within the community that
they could still reach out to.

“There are people with similar interests, there

States Navy submarine force, Contreras said he
gained from meeting veterans that have served
in all branches of the armed forces.

Both Contreras and Steed said community ser-

like, ‘Alright.’ I founded it in 2012. I went

are people with like minds, so my contribution is

vice is one of the club’s main goals.

tion written, all of that, and at the time it was

there,” Steed said, “I just want to see the orga-

fices for their country may not know there is a

high turn-out or not, I like the idea that every-

treras said. “The bond between servicemen and

through the whole process of getting a constitujust me and one other friend.”

With the help of Ashley Scharr, another USU

student, Falcon officially started the USUVA.

Four years later, the USUVA is still alive and

thriving. Though for some time it was just Fal-

con and the club’s officers, most activities now

trying to make sure that there’s always someone
nization itself succeed. Whether the event has a
body has the opportunity to get together.”

After three years as president, Falcon now ad-

vises the club and has passed the presidency to
Kevin Contreras.

“Men and women who have made great sacri-

greater veteran community ready to help,” Conwomen is just as strong after their active duty

time and there is no reason for a vet to be left
behind or without assistance. This club and its
members have never not answered a call for ser-

Serving service members
USU Veterans Resource Center
By Selina Ramsey
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Reaching academic success is a goal for any col-

lege student and campus resources play a key
role in student achievement.

The Veterans Resource Office is one such re-

source at Utah State University that goes above
and beyond to help service members and their

families attain their goals. Located in room 314
of the Taggart Student Center, its primary function is to promote veteran student success.

“Everything we do is focused on breaking down

the barriers which stand in the way of an indi-

vidual earning their degree,” said Tony Flores,
VRO Program Coordinator and veteran.

In 2009, former director of the USU Counsel-

ing Center Mary Doty identified that there was a

strong need for veteran student services on cam-

pus. She formed a committee that established a
resource center for veterans.

“I was hired in 2010 as the program’s coordi-

nator,” Flores said. “We started out as a small

program within the Access and Diversity Center.

Around 2011 we were moved under the regis-

The VRO partners with the VA (Veterans Bene-

trar’s office as a separate program working with

fit Administration) through a mentoring pro-

Since it’s installation, the VRO has developed

Academic Leadership) program. “We have men-

veteran students.”

several initiatives to assist these individuals in
their academic and professional development.

“We are a one stop shop in helping veterans

and their families get what they need within

Utah State and the community,” Flores said.

gram under its VITAL (Veterans Integration to
tors that reach out to student veterans to help
them with their VA benefits as well as any health
or physical, or mental health issue they may be
facing,” Flores said.

Respecting and remembering fellow service-

“First and foremost, we do all the processing of

men and women is a way in which the VRO is

volved with programming.”

Day.

students’ GI Bill benefits. We are also heavily inOne program the VRO manages is tutoring ser-

involved within the community every Veterans

“We’re involved with several Veterans Day

vices

events,” Flores said. “This year we have a key-

suffering from PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Dis-

rine officer who will be speaking on Friday. We’ll

“It’s more conducive to individuals who are

order) or other issues,” Flores said. “We want

students to complete their degree with success.”
The VRO also works closely with the commu-

nity as an advocate for veterans.

“We do programming with the Cache Valley

Veterans Association in an effort for community
outreach,” Flores said.

note speaker, Marianne Waldrop, a retired maalso put out flags around the flagpole (next to

Old Main) which represents all of the fallen of
Iraq and Afghanistan.”

Creating a community for veterans on campus

is also a large priority for the VRO.

“We have a student veterans club that is fo-

cused on building connections for, and between,
veterans at USU,” Flores said.

The VRO also helps strengthen students’ con-

nections with professors and advisors.

“We’re starting to work more with faculty to de-

velop training for them to better communicate
with veterans in the classroom,” Flores said.
“When faculty members understand some of the
things that veteran students may be dealing
with, those students have more classroom success.”

There are many resources for former and cur-

rent servicemen and women available through
USU’s VRO. The employees and contributors to
the VRO exemplify their motto to support these

individuals as they pursue their academic, professional, and personal goals at USU.
— selinatramsey@aggiemail.usu.edu
@selinaramz

PHOTO BY Samuel Brown
Tony Flores speaks to Statesman staff about the services offered by the USU Veterans Resource Office.

events to raise awareness for veterans’ issues.

One of these events was a reading of the names

of all the fallen soldiers of the Iraq and Afghani-

stan wars, something the club repeats every few

years on Veteran’s day. The event takes more
than 12 hours — the first one lasted 7 a.m.-9
p.m. just reading names.

“It was definitely moving for a lot of people. It

has a serious impact on some people, showing

them the meaning of Veteran’s Day,” Contreras
said.

This year, the USUVA has two events planned

for Veteran’s Day: a barbecue on south side of
the TSC from 11 a.m.-1 p.m., and Ruck for a

Reason, in which students are invited to join

them in 22 laps around the quad to raise awareness and support for veterans in need.
— isabel.forinash@aggiemail.usu.edu
@imforinash

— katdiane17@gmail.com
@kd_taylor96
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PHOTOGRAPHER

SPOTLIGHT

I took this photo 		
in San Gimigna-		
no, Italy in sum-

mer of 2016. Street photography has, in my
experience, led to the
purest expression of my
subjects. After battling
with this gentleman
who consistently hid his
face behind his instrument, I finally got this
expression. My high
school photography
teacher called it my
“Afghan Girl.”

— Chantelle McCall, Statesman
Photographer

“Then vs. Now” FROM PAGE 1

coaching rugby as well. Lunt plans on staying

a lot more sensitive training.”

years as he works towards an electrical engi-

had the gender consideration and now we have

had more potential in life than just working full

really didn’t take the military too seriously un-

higher educational degree so I chose to join the

to find a job and realizing that I needed to go

time,” he said. “I knew I could do better with a
guard as a way to pay for college.”

For Ruegger, however, joining the military

held a lot more weight than satisfying financial
needs and future aspirations.

Generations of fathers and grandfathers be-

til after two years of being cut, not being able
back to the navy,” he said.

From Lunt’s perspective, the mindset of join-

ing the military as an escape from the menial
trials of regular life is normal still.

“Sometimes when you get people into the

fore Ruegger had committed years of service in

unit, they still have that high school mentality,”

and presence for him growing up.

signed up to do and then thinking that you de-

the navy, creating a strong military background

“I was in a small town in southern Oregon and

trouble was coming left and right,” he said. “I

Lunt said, “complaining about something you

Lunt attributes a lot of this mentality and its

tendency to stick around, even after several

northern California to play football for the Red-

training and discipline that has taken place

Even after being accepted into a college in

woods, Ruegger had decided his financial cir-

cumstances and personal vendetta would not
allow for a college education just yet.

“I called my mom up, asked her what was for

dinner, asked her if I could bring a guest over

months of training, to the different types of

he did not have the same outlook or perspective on the benefits of the military as he does

“I really didn’t know what I wanted to do, so I

“If you don’t have a lot of sense of direction of

“I had met all my goals and the navy was still

where you want to go and you’re able to do it,

I’ve done my 20 years and it’s time to do some-

actually be a part of something greater than

number one in my life,” Ruegger said, “Now
thing I love.”

Ruegger plans on getting a degree in teaching

and continuing his coaching career with the Lo-

gan High football team, dabbling a little in

I say do it,” Lunt said, “Because then you can
yourself.”

— isabel.forinash@aggiemail.usu.edu
@imforinash

EGG DONORS NEEDED NOW

nationally recognized issue, he said.

“They’ve had to put in a lot of measures so

“they don’t get the necessary discipline that

When he first started, however, Ruegger said

cember.

A lot of the changes in training happened in

Since then, Ruegger has been on 13 active

class officer to a lieutenant in 12 years.

phasized the mission was and still is the same.

2012 when sexual assault started to become a

that people feel safe when they’re at basic

duty deployments and went from being a third-

are different, but Lunt and Ruegger both em-

neering degree and a wedding date set for De-

within the last eight years.

and she just about passed out when I brought
in the navy recruiter,” Ruegger said.

The details of their years of service were and

enlisted with the Guard for at least two more

serve more than what you’ve earned.”

just told myself that I had to do something.”

now.

phone,” Ruegger said, “In recent years, we’ve

training, which is both good and bad,” he said,
they might otherwise have had.”

For Ruegger, not only has discipline within the

military changed, but also communication out-

side of the military and an overall increased
tolerance level.

“I went from writing letters to my wife to

sending her an email to talking to her on the

Assist an infertile couple…
A major medical fertility center in SLC is seeking
healthy young women, ages 18-27 years to
assist our many patients in need of donor
eggs. Must be drug, alcohol and tobacco free.
Treatment is begun locally followed by a 2 day,
all expense paid trip to Los Angeles for your
donation. We match most donors within weeks
of applying. Do your part to bring the joy of
parenthood to those that need your assistance.

$4,500

+ all medical expenses
Email: tzfertility@aol.com
800-222-2802 • 801-523-7573

The Fertility
Institutes

Helping Couples Become Families
PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Lunt sits with Statesman staff recently to discuss his military experience.
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COMING TOGETHER THROUGH THE USUVA
vice.”

By Katherine Taylor & Isabel Forinash
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITERS

Their events have included everything from

barbecues, to learning about brewing beer, to

The Utah State University Veteran’s Association

reshingling the roof of a local Vietnam veteran.

for veteran and non-veteran students to share

the job is catering to the wide demographic of

others.

wide variety of activities.

Veterans Association, people told him it would

girls are used to a certain social environment,

Falcon was a recently returned veteran of the

Falcon said. “So they get out and they can do

wanted to find other veterans. At the time, there

A lot of the returning veterans — the Iraq and

erans connect with each other. This is where the

They don’t want to just sit around. So that’s

is an organization that provides a community

According to Falcon, one of the hardest parts of

experiences and have some fun doing good for

veterans and their diverse interests, hence the

When Jake Falcon decided to create the USU

“Being in the military, a lot of these guys and

probably fail.

where it’s very rigorous and mission-oriented,”

Marine Corps when he came to USU and he

whatever they want. They have a lot of freedom.

were very little resources on campus to help vet-

Afghanistan veterans — want to do something.

idea for the USUVA came from.

what we do. We try to provide an outlet for them
to do something.”

“A lot of veterans don’t really reach out to

Though sometimes the USUVA organizes pub

things around them and I get the impression

nights, they are just as likely to organize public

that a lot of people are just ready to do their own
thing,” said Brandon Steed, treasurer of the
USUVA, “but within the group of veterans that

PHOTO COURTESY OF Jake Falcon
Jake Falcon is the founder of the USU Veterans Association.

we have here, there’s a lot of common interests

see numbers in the double digits, sometimes

you can go out and do pretty much anything you

year, the USUVA organized a weekly pizza social

and if you can get the guys and the gals together,

want without having to worry about getting hurt
or being alone.”

However, some vets had seen multiple organi-

zations like Falcon’s come and go, and told him
it likely wouldn’t last very long.

“They said, ‘go ahead, give it a shot, they don’t

have much success,’” Falcon said. “And I was

Contreras said his primary focus has been to

more than thirty. At the beginning of this school

find a way to get the population of student vet-

every Wednesday in an effort for the club to gain

Currently a full-time senior at USU and a veter-

momentum and popularity amongst students.

Steed said that their current club e-mailing list

hosts about 200 students, but there are more
than 500 veterans within the community that
they could still reach out to.

“There are people with similar interests, there

erans more involved on and off-campus.

an with 9 years of experience in the United

States Navy submarine force, Contreras said he
has benefited greatly from the experience he has

gained from meeting veterans that have served
in all branches of the armed forces.

Both Contreras and Steed said community ser-

like, ‘Alright.’ I founded it in 2012. I went

are people with like minds, so my contribution is

vice is one of the club’s main goals.

tion written, all of that, and at the time it was

there,” Steed said, “I just want to see the orga-

fices for their country may not know there is a

high turn-out or not, I like the idea that every-

treras said. “The bond between servicemen and

through the whole process of getting a constitujust me and one other friend.”

With the help of Ashley Scharr, another USU

student, Falcon officially started the USUVA.

Four years later, the USUVA is still alive and

thriving. Though for some time it was just Fal-

con and the club’s officers, most activities now

trying to make sure that there’s always someone
nization itself succeed. Whether the event has a
body has the opportunity to get together.”

After three years as president, Falcon now ad-

vises the club and has passed the presidency to
Kevin Contreras.

“Men and women who have made great sacri-

greater veteran community ready to help,” Conwomen is just as strong after their active duty

time and there is no reason for a vet to be left
behind or without assistance. This club and its
members have never not answered a call for ser-

Serving service members
USU Veterans Resource Center
By Selina Ramsey
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Reaching academic success is a goal for any col-

lege student and campus resources play a key
role in student achievement.

The Veterans Resource Office is one such re-

source at Utah State University that goes above
and beyond to help service members and their

families attain their goals. Located in room 314
of the Taggart Student Center, its primary function is to promote veteran student success.

“Everything we do is focused on breaking down

the barriers which stand in the way of an indi-

vidual earning their degree,” said Tony Flores,
VRO Program Coordinator and veteran.

In 2009, former director of the USU Counsel-

ing Center Mary Doty identified that there was a

strong need for veteran student services on cam-

pus. She formed a committee that established a
resource center for veterans.

“I was hired in 2010 as the program’s coordi-

nator,” Flores said. “We started out as a small

program within the Access and Diversity Center.

Around 2011 we were moved under the regis-

The VRO partners with the VA (Veterans Bene-

trar’s office as a separate program working with

fit Administration) through a mentoring pro-

Since it’s installation, the VRO has developed

Academic Leadership) program. “We have men-

veteran students.”

several initiatives to assist these individuals in
their academic and professional development.

“We are a one stop shop in helping veterans

and their families get what they need within

Utah State and the community,” Flores said.

gram under its VITAL (Veterans Integration to
tors that reach out to student veterans to help
them with their VA benefits as well as any health
or physical, or mental health issue they may be
facing,” Flores said.

Respecting and remembering fellow service-

“First and foremost, we do all the processing of

men and women is a way in which the VRO is

volved with programming.”

Day.

students’ GI Bill benefits. We are also heavily inOne program the VRO manages is tutoring ser-

involved within the community every Veterans

“We’re involved with several Veterans Day

vices

events,” Flores said. “This year we have a key-

suffering from PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Dis-

rine officer who will be speaking on Friday. We’ll

“It’s more conducive to individuals who are

order) or other issues,” Flores said. “We want

students to complete their degree with success.”
The VRO also works closely with the commu-

nity as an advocate for veterans.

“We do programming with the Cache Valley

Veterans Association in an effort for community
outreach,” Flores said.

note speaker, Marianne Waldrop, a retired maalso put out flags around the flagpole (next to

Old Main) which represents all of the fallen of
Iraq and Afghanistan.”

Creating a community for veterans on campus

is also a large priority for the VRO.

“We have a student veterans club that is fo-

cused on building connections for, and between,
veterans at USU,” Flores said.

The VRO also helps strengthen students’ con-

nections with professors and advisors.

“We’re starting to work more with faculty to de-

velop training for them to better communicate
with veterans in the classroom,” Flores said.
“When faculty members understand some of the
things that veteran students may be dealing
with, those students have more classroom success.”

There are many resources for former and cur-

rent servicemen and women available through
USU’s VRO. The employees and contributors to
the VRO exemplify their motto to support these

individuals as they pursue their academic, professional, and personal goals at USU.
— selinatramsey@aggiemail.usu.edu
@selinaramz

PHOTO BY Samuel Brown
Tony Flores speaks to Statesman staff about the services offered by the USU Veterans Resource Office.

events to raise awareness for veterans’ issues.

One of these events was a reading of the names

of all the fallen soldiers of the Iraq and Afghani-

stan wars, something the club repeats every few

years on Veteran’s day. The event takes more

than 12 hours — the first one lasted 7 a.m.-9
p.m. just reading names.

“It was definitely moving for a lot of people. It

has a serious impact on some people, showing

them the meaning of Veteran’s Day,” Contreras
said.

This year, the USUVA has two events planned

for Veteran’s Day: a barbecue on south side of
the TSC from 11 a.m.-1 p.m., and Ruck for a

Reason, in which students are invited to join

them in 22 laps around the quad to raise awareness and support for veterans in need.
— isabel.forinash@aggiemail.usu.edu
@imforinash

— katdiane17@gmail.com
@kd_taylor96
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in San Gimigna-		
no, Italy in sum-

mer of 2016. Street photography has, in my
experience, led to the
purest expression of my
subjects. After battling
with this gentleman
who consistently hid his
face behind his instrument, I finally got this
expression. My high
school photography
teacher called it my
“Afghan Girl.”

— Chantelle McCall, Statesman
Photographer

“Then vs. Now” FROM PAGE 1

coaching rugby as well. Lunt plans on staying

a lot more sensitive training.”

years as he works towards an electrical engi-

had the gender consideration and now we have

had more potential in life than just working full
time,” he said. “I knew I could do better with a

higher educational degree so I chose to join the
guard as a way to pay for college.”

For Ruegger, however, joining the military

really didn’t take the military too seriously un-

til after two years of being cut, not being able
to find a job and realizing that I needed to go
back to the navy,” he said.

From Lunt’s perspective, the mindset of join-

held a lot more weight than satisfying financial

ing the military as an escape from the menial

Generations of fathers and grandfathers be-

“Sometimes when you get people into the

needs and future aspirations.

fore Ruegger had committed years of service in
the navy, creating a strong military background
and presence for him growing up.

“I was in a small town in southern Oregon and

trouble was coming left and right,” he said. “I

trials of regular life is normal still.

unit, they still have that high school mentality,”

Lunt said, “complaining about something you
signed up to do and then thinking that you de-

Lunt attributes a lot of this mentality and its

tendency to stick around, even after several

northern California to play football for the Red-

training and discipline that has taken place

Even after being accepted into a college in

woods, Ruegger had decided his financial cir-

cumstances and personal vendetta would not
allow for a college education just yet.

“I called my mom up, asked her what was for

dinner, asked her if I could bring a guest over

months of training, to the different types of

When he first started, however, Ruegger said

tive on the benefits of the military as he does

“I really didn’t know what I wanted to do, so I

where you want to go and you’re able to do it,

I’ve done my 20 years and it’s time to do some-

actually be a part of something greater than

number one in my life,” Ruegger said, “Now
thing I love.”

Ruegger plans on getting a degree in teaching

and continuing his coaching career with the Lo-

gan High football team, dabbling a little in

I say do it,” Lunt said, “Because then you can
yourself.”

— isabel.forinash@aggiemail.usu.edu
@imforinash

EGG DONORS NEEDED NOW

nationally recognized issue, he said.

“They’ve had to put in a lot of measures so

“they don’t get the necessary discipline that

he did not have the same outlook or perspec-

“If you don’t have a lot of sense of direction of

“I had met all my goals and the navy was still

2012 when sexual assault started to become a

Since then, Ruegger has been on 13 active

class officer to a lieutenant in 12 years.

cember.

A lot of the changes in training happened in

that people feel safe when they’re at basic

duty deployments and went from being a third-

phasized the mission was and still is the same.

neering degree and a wedding date set for De-

within the last eight years.

and she just about passed out when I brought
in the navy recruiter,” Ruegger said.

The details of their years of service were and

are different, but Lunt and Ruegger both em-

enlisted with the Guard for at least two more

serve more than what you’ve earned.”

just told myself that I had to do something.”

now.

phone,” Ruegger said, “In recent years, we’ve

training, which is both good and bad,” he said,
they might otherwise have had.”

For Ruegger, not only has discipline within the

military changed, but also communication out-

side of the military and an overall increased
tolerance level.

“I went from writing letters to my wife to

sending her an email to talking to her on the

Assist an infertile couple…
A major medical fertility center in SLC is seeking
healthy young women, ages 18-27 years to
assist our many patients in need of donor
eggs. Must be drug, alcohol and tobacco free.
Treatment is begun locally followed by a 2 day,
all expense paid trip to Los Angeles for your
donation. We match most donors within weeks
of applying. Do your part to bring the joy of
parenthood to those that need your assistance.

$4,500

+ all medical expenses
Email: tzfertility@aol.com
800-222-2802 • 801-523-7573

The Fertility
Institutes

Helping Couples Become Families
PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Lunt sits with Statesman staff recently to discuss his military experience.
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Silver wings on my chest
decision to serve is different for everyone. Some

combat. Those silver wings are like a dues card

sacrifices to be made. Others sought a way out

rituals only a small percentage of the military

may have felt the GI Bill benefits were worth the
of their foreseen destinies in places like Deep

East Oakland, East Garfield Park in Chicago, or

Hell’s Kitchen in New York City. Many more wellto-do volunteers were predestined for places

like West Point Military Academy as a finishing
school before receiving their commission. Still

others were perhaps following some innate call

from within themselves. Whatever their reason,
they made the individual decision. There is no
draft in today’s military; those in uniform are

presumed to be there because they want to be.
To be a service member and a veteran is, after
all, a personal choice to belong to a distinct
cultural group in American society.

As the late, great mythologist Joseph Camp-

bell wrote, “If you can see your path laid out for
MIKE NELSON

Making the decision to join the military, for

most people, is not an easy one. The thought

of which weighs more heavily when facing that

choice in time of conflict. With increased odds of
grabbing your gear and guns to travel and meet
the unknown half-way around the world, many
mothers have shed tears at the news of their

sons and daughters leaving. Personally, I am an
old man in this game by comparison, having

enlisted in the pre-9/11 army as an airborne

infantryman. Training in Georgia’s summer heat

for a war that might never come, the dark events
of that September day changed the course for so
many of us.

While all veterans have worn the uniform, the

you step by step, you know it’s not your path.”

My decision to join and to serve was not based

on patriotic duty with star-spangled eyes; it was

much more primitive and selfish than that. Mine
was a desire to test myself in ways I could never
have done here at home, to follow that ancient

path that mythologists such as Campbell suggest
belong to the hero (which I certainly am not),

with no idea where it might lead. I wanted the

population are ever a part of. Having jumped

from “perfectly good aircraft” with paratroopers
from all over the world, I have been award-

ed the wings of foreign militaries from every

continent on the globe. While these are, to most
people, interesting and shiny metal accoutre-

ments, to me they are symbolic and represent
a certain spirit of humankind. The spirit to go

where no one else wants to go, to do the things
no one else wants to do. To travel into the

darkness knowing that there will be light on the
other side.

This is my culture. The army was my ticket

to the world and, coincidentally, here to Utah

State University where my studies of humankind
continue. A veteran on campus is someone who
has been tested in ways many will never afford
themselves. We have been out of our comfort

zones more often than we have been in one. Although the war is over for many of us, we carry
that fighting spirit with us in a genuine hope of
making this world a better place—beginning
with ourselves.

— Mike Nelson is an aging student at 33-years-

old who is seeking his way into the College of

came along with wearing them.

program. He is a husband and father who attends

Wearing those wings on my chest has satis-

fied my desires for travel extensively, to meet

people from many cultures, as well as to engage
in man’s most detestable behaviors—that of

Humanities and Social Sciences’ social work

classes at the Brigham City Regional Campus. He

enjoys long walks in the mountains and winds less
than 13 knots.

What’s it like being in the National Guard?

I joined the National Guard right after gradu-

you are looking for a way to pay for school, the

combat situation, we do the more intense stuff--

training (boot camp) at Fort Sill, Oklahoma and

your only reason for joining because your com-

chest or doing a cricothyroidotomy (making

ating high school in 2011 where I went to basic
did my combat medic training in San Antonio,

Texas. The National Guard let me go on an LDS

mission so I did that, came back in 2014, and re-

military is an option but make sure that’s not

mitment to the military has to be a serious one.
What is it like being in the National Guard?

Being in the national guard is like working for

sumed my military service. I’m currently serving

a really big organization with all those things

American Fork (but I live in Logan) and I spend

ly have---lots of rules, regulations, acronyms,

as a medic for the 1457th Engineers Battalion in
most of my time doing school work and com-

munity service at the hospital, English Learning
Center, and Aggie Translators at USU.

These are the 3 biggest reasons I joined

the military--the first reason being the most

significant and the last being the least significant

that big organizations and businesses typicalpaperwork, big hierarchies with a long ranking
system, required emails, inefficient tools and

sources, meetings, insurance benefits, retirement

her interests, and help other nations receive

summer. We spend most of our time at these

the liberty that they are looking for; Basically, I
wanted to be involved in a great purpose.

I wanted to be a combat medic because of the

experience I could get in preparing to becoming
a doctor (which is my career goal).

Other things such as adventure, experience,

comradery, getting away from home, etc.

The military has some benefits like paying for

college

For anyone who is thinking about joining

the military, here are my suggestions:

First, have a good reason WHY you are joining

the military. I would hope it’s something along

the lines of serving your country, patriotism, etc.
If it’s for an amazing, unique experience, that’s
reasonable because you will find some of that

and many of us have joined for that reason. If

Taking
inventory
You noticed him when he walked into class,

and you couldn’t help but stare. He walked
in your intro Freshman Mathematics course
as a student at 25 years old, but instead of

blending in, he looked more like a tattooed,
rugged, misplaced bouncer with premature

wrinkles from the sun and hidden scars under
his shirt. You couldn’t understand why he

seemed stressed and guarded so you decided
not to say hello. As you took another sip of
your overpriced latte, and continued chat-

ting with your friends you couldn’t help but

wonder about his mystery. It may be hard to

understand, but he noticed you as he took in-

ventory of his entire situation and everyone in

it. He sits in silence hoping he will “blend” and
that just someone will say hello so he feels like
he may belong. He sits in the corner with his

back to the wall for security in silence, hoping
he can make it through class without over-re-

weekends receiving training that is required for
all soldiers--things like shooting a rifle, getting
classes on healthy-lifestyle choices, inspecting

and cleaning equipment properly, doing a little

training out in the wilderness, etc. The fun parts
are when we do field training or when when I

But since I have not been deployed (and I don’t

know if I ever will be--it all depends on what our
government decides), the most exciting thing

I’ve done as a medic is rushing to the ER a cou-

ple times for a soldier who cut off his toe and another soldier who had a suspected appendicitis.
I am proud of what the US military has

of the world and for that reason I am proud to

to defend the US and help other nations receive
the same opportunities and freedoms we enjoy

like CPR to a group of soldiers, give flu shots,

take vital signs, get a medical record prepared,

etc. Since we are not in a combat situation most

of the time, being a medic is like being a medical
assistant or a nurse at a clinic. When we’re in a

same benefits. That’s why I joined the military in
the first place.

My overall experience in the military so far

oriented toward being trained and ready for

is a necessary objective. I love the ideals and

values that we hold in the US and I consider it
a privilege to serve in the military of the best
country in the world.

— Jeff Chipman is a junior studying nutrition

science.

as took 12-15 credits every semester I was in

He misses HIS friends; the people who took

called for training, or to go on deployment to

bullets for him instead of drank coffee with

him. The people who made him feel “normal”
and is just hoping that he will learn how to do

is like because honestly all of us are differ-

ent. But what I can encourage you to do, is

to get to know a Veteran! I can tell you from
my personal experience, when we return

from combat and go to school we are looking
for a connection. Something to make us feel
normal, accepted and to better ourselves. I

Korea. These experiences have provided me
with tools that have allowed me to succeed

at Utah State University. Being well traveled
around the world has allowed me to make
an easy transition from moving from New

Jersey to Utah. I moved frequently within the
Air Force. I love to travel and I plan to study
abroad during my tenure here.

Utah State University has been very accom-

resources here on campus that allow for my

fice are very friendly and helpful. They ensure
all my needs are met. Also, the Student Sup-

port Office has been very helpful. They provide
many resources and workshops and have also
empowered me to succeed. Lastly, the Ag-

gie Recreation Center has been a wonderful

employer. Earlier this semester, they offered a

workshop to become a group fitness instructor

and it has been a wonderful experience so far. I
have a passion for fitness and it’s wonderful to

be able to share that with the students here on
campus.

Utah State University has many non-curric-

tunities, career development, and growth. I
volunteer opportunities. These include Stu-

dents for Society of Natural Resources, Aggie
Sustainability Club, Navs, and National Resi-

dence Hall Honorary. The National Residence

Hall Honorary have recognized my efforts and

awarded me with the First-Time Student of the
Month for the month of September, which has
won at the regional level.

In closing, my experience at Utah State

University has been very rewarding. I appreciate the resources that are offered and the

easy transition for me. Thank you for allowing
to share my experiences so far at Utah State
University.

attending Utah State University.

While many of you may see veterans as no-

the matter is that simply getting into the mili-

to speak on behalf of “Veteran’s”, or what it

land, United Arab Emirates, Turkey, and South

freedom.

Some people ask me what it is like to be a

how to explain it”, this is why. I do not want

tions include, Portugal, Alaska, Guam, Thai-

Afghanistan, school came after fighting for our

bodies who volunteered to do a dangerous job

student Veteran, and when I say “I don’t know

plus year Security Forces career. Some loca-

school! This happened because when I was

Math when it doesn’t relate to warfare.

This is how I felt my first day at Utah State.

I have served in many locations in my eight

—Timothy Place is a 31-year-old veteran

acting if one of your classmates drops an

aluminum water bottle on the concrete floor.

fitness instructor.v

am involved with a lot of organizations and

that every person in the world can enjoy those

deployment or whatever our elected leaders feel

dehydrated, teach some basic life-saving skills

work at the Aggie Recreation Center as a group

few that are very important to me and I hope

as exciting as what first comes to mind. A medic
dier’s injured ankle, give an IV to someone who’s

studying environmental engineering. I also

ular activities that allow for leadership oppor-

religion, and equality of opportunity are just a

has been a positive one. Everything we do is

typically would do something like wrap a sol-

in Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey. I am currently

here. The ideals we hold like freedom of speech,

get to practice my specialty as a medic. However,
being a “combat medic” right now might not be

Daegu, South Korea, adopted at one, and raised

success. The staff within the Veteran Service Of-

to stabilize the airway) to save someone’s life.

be a part of it right now. I am more than willing

a month, and a 2-week field training every

separating as a Staff Sergeant. I was born in

an incision on the neck and inserting a tube

Being in the national guard is not that big of

time commitment since it is only one weekend

I joined because I love the US, I want to serve

2006 and served honorably until October 2014

modating with my transition. There are many

accomplished throughout history in many parts

reason:

TIMOTHY PLACE

I joined in United States Air Force in July

like treating a gunshot wound on the limbs or

benefits, etc. Sometimes I don’t like those things,
but that’s the reality of being part of the military.

USU helped
me transition

which allow a trooper to engage in unique

silver wings of a paratrooper on my chest, but
more than that I wanted the experiences that

PAGE 10

because they lacked other options, the fact of

tary requires meeting demanding thresholds of
physical and mental health, passing a criminal
background check, and having a high school
diploma. After selection, many wash out

during entry-level training. I’m by no means

arguing that every man or woman who’s ever

served in our armed forces is a stellar person.

But the selection process weeds out the weakest elements, and the training and mentoring

system inculcates work habits and social skills

KELI ANDERSON

that are invaluable in coping with life.

to one as this Veteran’s day approaches. I wish

Bachelors. It took me twice as long as normal.

any further on Veteran’s or my individual ex-

happy holidays!

fact I have two kids, work full time as well

you each to get to know a Veteran or reach out

have been in the military for over 6 years, and
proudly can say that I just graduated with my
This was not because I was unmotivated, in

So that being said, I am not going to expand

perience but instead I am going to encourage

you all luck in the rest of your semester, and
— SGT. Keli Anderson is a police officer for

North Park Police Department.
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OPINION

Confessions now that the world is ending
The history of

the world as we

great “bad” movie — a legitimately entertaining

to be wrapping up

and a good message. Gypsy Danger kicks ass.

know it appears

pretty quick here.

long enough I’m worried I may have just missed
that stage of development. Correctly eyeballing
measurements is, to me, a super power.

away from con-

‘G’ around people I know will want to correct

start rolling up the pant legs to their jeans, but

brand!” remark. I still believe in my heart of

trend in fashion. Are your ankles hot? Are you

House into the

Playboy mansion,

Cubs fans are still

a concerted effort to pronounce it with the hard
me with that snarky “it’s not a peanut butter
hearts I’m right.

Jif peanut butter is the only peanut butter

drunkenly tweeting

worth a damn.

messages regarding

interesting character in his own freaking series,

be the last ever

host of protagonists. Harry spends the majority

self-congratulatory
what will likely

World Series and a

tangible moroseness
plagues our quiet
campus — which

is still preferable to
the silent shouting

happening all over
social media. At

this point, it’s tough

not to picture some

— Logan is dating the cutest girl in the world.

I still read “gif” with a ‘J’-sound every single

foot-long increments, and it’s been going on

time I see the word in print, and I have to make

verting the White

By LOGAN JONES
SPORTS MANAGER

and engrossing film with compelling characters

learned how to correctly estimate distances in

President Trump
is a few months

PHOTO BY AP Photo - John Locher
President-elect Donald Trump gives his acceptance speech during his election night rally, Wednesday,

Pacific Rim was a great movie. Not even a

old testament-level

mayhem taking aim at our little blue marble.

With the apocalypse nigh, I have a few things
it’s probably time to get off my chest —

Harry Potter is about the twentieth-most

and certainly the most unlikable out of a whole
of his time after book four acting nothing short

There is no wrong way to eat a Kit-kat bar.
I can’t remember when people decided to

I’m still puzzled by this more than any other
concerned nobody’s noticed your mad sock/
shoe game? I want to understand.

I act like recycling, holding doors for

classmates and putting the cart back where it

belongs in the Walmart parking lot is a big deal,
when in reality those are probably just things
we should all be doing anyway.

Cafe Rio is inferior to Costa Vida in every

of insufferable, engaging in several low-stakes

way, and costs an average of about four dollars

sley and nursing an inexplicable crush on the

bery are literally the only reasons Cafe Rio still

bro-breakups with equally unlikeable Ron Weapersonality-less Cho Chang. What even happens
in book five? NCothing. Nothing happens.

Sirius Black and Remus Lupin deserved their
own trilogy.

There is no discernable difference between

Coke and Pepsi, except that one is impossible to
get on campus at Utah State. This is the bullet

point I’m most worried will negatively affect my

more per trip. Peer pressure and brand snobeven exists.

I miss Hastings a lot, but I really didn’t spend

much money there so I guess it’s a little bit my
fault it closed.

Lastly, and perhaps most egregiously, I’ve

been listening to Christmas music since August.
I’m not sorry.

friendships.

At some point every other adult I know

Marines Corp

jOHN REYNOLDS

PHOTO BY AP NICK UT
U.S, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) expresses his support for Proposition 61 in downtown Los Angeles, Monday, Nov. 7, 2016.2016.

Democratic establishment

—not millennials—
are to “blame” for Trump

I’ll come right out and say it, we told you: It

democratic establishment’s attitude towards

Following Trump’s win, the DNC has

outright contempt. In a segment on his show

should have been Bernie Sanders.

scrambled to associate blame. One group that
has been assigned blame has been millennial
progressives, who supported Bernie Sanders
and weren’t excited to follow him into the

millennials has ranged from chiding to

“Real Time” Bill Maher, a leftist comedian/
political commentator, described liberals

who didn’t support Clinton as “...lazy peo-

ple.. Didn’t do their homework… don’t know

I was on active duty as a Sergeant in the

mainly due to a divorce, I am very prideful. As

Engineer, from May of 1999 to August 2006.

felt that with not completing my degree, I had

United States Marines Corps, as a Combat

While on active duty, my first duty stationed
was with Marine Wing Support Squadron

373 out of Miramar, CA. After about a year I
was then transferred to 9 Engineer Support

Battalion at Camp Hansen in Okinawa, Japan.
Finally, after a year there, I was then sent to

1st Combat Engineer Battalion (1st C.E.B.) out
of Camp Pendleton, CA. While being stationed

with 1st C.E.B., I was deployed to Iraq 3 times.
My first deployment we initially crossed the

line of departure to make our way to Baghdad,
Iraq. My second and third deployment I was
based out of Fallujah, Iraq.

I am married with two loving children. My

anything.”

son who is the oldest, from my previous mar-

ers, as has been irrefutably documented by

that we don’t know enough; we know too

speaks two languages; as English and Spanish.

paign to push Clinton into the nomination,

ment that doesn’t know anything about us.

Clinton camp.

During the Democratic primary, DNC insid-

wikileaks, colluded with the Clinton cam-

regardless of the will of the people. Multi-

He got it backwards on two counts. It’s not

much about Hillary Clinton: it’s the establishWe want a candidate that has policies that

ple strategies, both in the open and behind

will help people, not corporations. We want

Sanders and the many people (including an

not one that will send us into endless oil wars

closed doors, were employed to shut Bernie
overwhelming majority of millennials) who
supported him out.

The DNC invalidated the purpose of having

a primary by pushing through the candidate

who was, by far, weaker on policy issues, track
record, trustworthiness, and likability. On

average, polls comparing Sanders and Trump
head-to-head had Sanders up by about 10

points, much better than Clinton. Sanders,

with many upsides Clinton lacks, and none

of her baggage, which ultimately cost her the
election, would have beaten Trump.

In the time leading up to the election, the

a candidate that supports sustainable energy;
in the middle east. We want a candidate that

wants every young person to have the oppor-

tunities a college education provides, without

riage is seven. He is in the second grade; he
My daughter is three, this year she started

pre-school. She also speaks two languages;

sider opinion and lost. They made the choice,
they must shoulder the blame.

—Steve Spencer is a USU student.
A12sspencer@gmail.com

making the determination to finish. However,

with the help of Joyce and Prof Mueller, I feel
that I have made the best choice to re-attend

USU. On a monthly basis, I meet with Joyce to
discuss how classes are going. This semester

I have Dr. Mueller for History 4251, his class
is very challenging. However, Dr. Mueller

course is helping me become a better writer.

Most astonishing was at the beginning of this
semester, I had Dr. Galano remember me as

one of his students from over five years ago.

When I had him last as a student, I was having
difficult time in my life. I admire the staff at

the Tooele Campus, I look forward to interacting with them every time I go to the Campus

With re-enrolling, I have now achieved my

complete my edvucation. While I am sitting

son is learning Mandarin phrases. However,
he is Hispanic with his mom’s house mainly
speaking Spanish.

As a veteran and a student with USU, I

Professor. For me the smaller class sizes, at

denied us that. They ignored us in favor of in-

cuss my option. The hardest thing for me was

three-year-old to speak fluent Mandarin. My

from Taipei Taiwan, so she has taught our

with Beyonce and Lebron James, or listening
wanted Bernie Sanders, the DNC insiders

with the campus advisor, Joyce Allen to dis-

AS in General Studies. For the most important

attend the Tooele Campus. I like the broadcast

to Adele reaching out to young people. We

made a mistake in life. I made an appointment

English and Mandarin. My wife is originally

the burden of a mountain of student debt; not
a candidate who considers appearing on stage

a result, I did not make a proper withdrawal. I

classes I feel I get more interaction with my

least at Tooele, I feel more comfortable with
my peers. Most of my military career, I was

thing is showing both my kids that I choose to
doing my homework, I am also helping them
their homework. I am the first one in my

family to attend college, which I have given
my parents the pleasure of seeing graduate
with my first degree. My wife Yu-Chi, my

mother, and kids help me every day, so I can
focus more attention to succeeding with my
education.

— John W. Reynolds Sr. was born in Plano,

attached as a small unit in support of larger

TX. He currently works for Walmart Distribu-

Senior Engineer as a Sergeant, as an Engineer,

Maintenance Technician. He transferred to USU

company size elements. Usually, I was the
we were always close together.

This is my second semester after taking a

five-year break in attendance. I stop going,

tion Center out of Grantsville, UT, as a Facility

in Fall 2007 to finish his B.S. in Business, with
a minor in history.
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The history of

great “bad” movie — a legitimately entertaining

to be wrapping up

and a good message. Gypsy Danger kicks ass.

know it appears

pretty quick here.

brand!” remark. I still believe in my heart of

trend in fashion. Are your ankles hot? Are you

a concerted effort to pronounce it with the hard
me with that snarky “it’s not a peanut butter
hearts I’m right.

Jif peanut butter is the only peanut butter

drunkenly tweeting

worth a damn.

messages regarding

interesting character in his own freaking series,

be the last ever

host of protagonists. Harry spends the majority

self-congratulatory
what will likely

World Series and a

tangible moroseness
plagues our quiet
campus — which

is still preferable to
the silent shouting

happening all over
social media. At

this point, it’s tough

not to picture some
old testament-level

mayhem taking aim at our little blue marble.

With the apocalypse nigh, I have a few things
it’s probably time to get off my chest —

Harry Potter is about the twentieth-most

and certainly the most unlikable out of a whole
of his time after book four acting nothing short

in book five? NCothing. Nothing happens.

Sirius Black and Remus Lupin deserved their
own trilogy.

There is no discernable difference between

Coke and Pepsi, except that one is impossible to
get on campus at Utah State. This is the bullet

point I’m most worried will negatively affect my

Battalion at Camp Hansen in Okinawa, Japan.
Finally, after a year there, I was then sent to

1st Combat Engineer Battalion (1st C.E.B.) out
of Camp Pendleton, CA. While being stationed

with 1st C.E.B., I was deployed to Iraq 3 times.

has been assigned blame has been millennial
progressives, who supported Bernie Sanders
and weren’t excited to follow him into the
Clinton camp.

During the Democratic primary, DNC insid-

political commentator, described liberals

who didn’t support Clinton as “...lazy peo-

ple.. Didn’t do their homework… don’t know
anything.”

He got it backwards on two counts. It’s not

ers, as has been irrefutably documented by

that we don’t know enough; we know too

paign to push Clinton into the nomination,

ment that doesn’t know anything about us.

wikileaks, colluded with the Clinton cam-

regardless of the will of the people. Multi-

much about Hillary Clinton: it’s the establishWe want a candidate that has policies that

ple strategies, both in the open and behind

will help people, not corporations. We want

Sanders and the many people (including an

not one that will send us into endless oil wars

closed doors, were employed to shut Bernie
overwhelming majority of millennials) who
supported him out.

The DNC invalidated the purpose of having

a primary by pushing through the candidate

who was, by far, weaker on policy issues, track
record, trustworthiness, and likability. On

average, polls comparing Sanders and Trump
head-to-head had Sanders up by about 10

points, much better than Clinton. Sanders,

with many upsides Clinton lacks, and none

of her baggage, which ultimately cost her the
election, would have beaten Trump.

In the time leading up to the election, the

a candidate that supports sustainable energy;
in the middle east. We want a candidate that

wants every young person to have the oppor-

tunities a college education provides, without

the burden of a mountain of student debt; not
a candidate who considers appearing on stage
with Beyonce and Lebron James, or listening
to Adele reaching out to young people. We
wanted Bernie Sanders, the DNC insiders

denied us that. They ignored us in favor of insider opinion and lost. They made the choice,
they must shoulder the blame.

—Steve Spencer is a USU student.
A12sspencer@gmail.com

when in reality those are probably just things
we should all be doing anyway.

Cafe Rio is inferior to Costa Vida in every

more per trip. Peer pressure and brand snobeven exists.

I miss Hastings a lot, but I really didn’t spend

much money there so I guess it’s a little bit my
fault it closed.

Lastly, and perhaps most egregiously, I’ve

been listening to Christmas music since August.
I’m not sorry.

discuss how classes are going. This semester

I have Dr. Mueller for History 4251, his class
is very challenging. However, Dr. Mueller

course is helping me become a better writer.

Most astonishing was at the beginning of this
semester, I had Dr. Galano remember me as

one of his students from over five years ago.

When I had him last as a student, I was having
difficult time in my life. I admire the staff at

the Tooele Campus, I look forward to interacting with them every time I go to the Campus

With re-enrolling, I have now achieved my

My first deployment we initially crossed the

AS in General Studies. For the most important

Iraq. My second and third deployment I was

complete my edvucation. While I am sitting

line of departure to make our way to Baghdad,

“Real Time” Bill Maher, a leftist comedian/

belongs in the Walmart parking lot is a big deal,

Marines Corp

was then transferred to 9 Engineer Support

scrambled to associate blame. One group that

I act like recycling, holding doors for

classmates and putting the cart back where it

At some point every other adult I know

373 out of Miramar, CA. After about a year I

outright contempt. In a segment on his show

shoe game? I want to understand.

friendships.

was with Marine Wing Support Squadron

millennials has ranged from chiding to

concerned nobody’s noticed your mad sock/

bery are literally the only reasons Cafe Rio still

personality-less Cho Chang. What even happens

While on active duty, my first duty stationed

democratic establishment’s attitude towards

I’m still puzzled by this more than any other

sley and nursing an inexplicable crush on the

Engineer, from May of 1999 to August 2006.

Democratic establishment
—not millennials—
are to “blame” for Trump

I can’t remember when people decided to

way, and costs an average of about four dollars

bro-breakups with equally unlikeable Ron Wea-

I was on active duty as a Sergeant in the

PHOTO BY AP NICK UT
U.S, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) expresses his support for Proposition 61 in downtown Los Angeles, Monday, Nov. 7, 2016.2016.

There is no wrong way to eat a Kit-kat bar.

of insufferable, engaging in several low-stakes

United States Marines Corps, as a Combat

Following Trump’s win, the DNC has

measurements is, to me, a super power.

start rolling up the pant legs to their jeans, but

Cubs fans are still

should have been Bernie Sanders.

that stage of development. Correctly eyeballing

‘G’ around people I know will want to correct

Playboy mansion,

I’ll come right out and say it, we told you: It

long enough I’m worried I may have just missed

away from conHouse into the

— Logan Joes is dating the cutest girl in the world.

I still read “gif” with a ‘J’-sound every single

foot-long increments, and it’s been going on

time I see the word in print, and I have to make

verting the White

By LOGAN JONES
SPORTS MANAGER

and engrossing film with compelling characters

learned how to correctly estimate distances in

President Trump
is a few months

PHOTO BY AP Photo - John Locher
President-elect Donald Trump gives his acceptance speech during his election night rally, Wednesday,

Pacific Rim was a great movie. Not even a

the world as we

based out of Fallujah, Iraq.

I am married with two loving children. My

son who is the oldest, from my previous marriage is seven. He is in the second grade; he

speaks two languages; as English and Spanish.
My daughter is three, this year she started

pre-school. She also speaks two languages;

English and Mandarin. My wife is originally
from Taipei Taiwan, so she has taught our

thing is showing both my kids that I choose to
doing my homework, I am also helping them
their homework. I am the first one in my

family to attend college, which I have given
my parents the pleasure of seeing graduate
with my first degree. My wife Yu-Chi, my

mother, and kids help me every day, so I can
focus more attention to succeeding with my
education.

— John W. Reynolds Sr. was born in Plano,

three-year-old to speak fluent Mandarin. My

TX. He currently works for Walmart Distribu-

he is Hispanic with his mom’s house mainly

Maintenance Technician. He transferred to USU

son is learning Mandarin phrases. However,
speaking Spanish.

As a veteran and a student with USU, I

attend the Tooele Campus. I like the

tion Center out of Grantsville, UT, as a Facility

in Fall 2007 to finish his B.S. in Business, with
a minor in history.

broadcast classes I feel I get more

interaction with my Professor. For

me the smaller class sizes, at least at
Tooele, I feel more comfortable with

my peers. Most of my military career,
I was attached as a small unit in sup-

port of larger company size elements.
Usually, I was the Senior Engineer as
a Sergeant, as an Engineer, we were
always close together.

This is my second semester after

taking a five-year break in atten-

dance. I stop going, mainly due to
a divorce, I am very prideful. As

a result, I did not make a proper
withdrawal. I felt that with

not completing my degree, I

had made a mistake in life. I

made an appointment with the
campus advisor, Joyce Allen to

discuss my option. The hardest
thing for me was making the

determination to finish. However, with the help of Joyce

and Prof Mueller, I feel that I

have made the best choice to

re-attend USU. On a monthly
basis, I meet with Joyce to

JOHN REYNOLDS
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The Instagram Effect:

How USU soccer multiplied the number of fans at home games this season
tended last season’s senior night.

ence, finishing third in the Mountain West. Senior

said they make a special effort to spread the word

number of fans increasing over this past season

small part due to the large crowd attendance at

media.

Two starters from the team have noticed the

By Paige Cavaness
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

The Utah State University soccer team has seen

an increase in attendance for home games this
season and social media is a big part of the reason
why.

“Our attendance numbers overall this year have

been up immensely,” said head coach Heather

and said it has affected how the team plays.

“I really think having a bigger crowd has helped

forward Jessica Brooksby said this is at least in
games.

“Everybody on our team posts something on

“In conference we’ve been doing well at home, I

game day, through retweets and likes it seems

“Their energy is amazing. We’re excited to come

McGuire said. “In seeing it over and over again,

our morale,” said sophomore goalkeeper Grace

think the crowd definitely helps,” Brooksby said.

puts a fire beneath our feet.”

out here and put on a show for our home fans.”

McGuire. “Having the fans there to push us really

about their team and their games through social

that it ends up on pretty much everybody’s feed,”

people sometimes think, ‘oh, that’s a big deal, I

should really go to that!’ And it has helped us a
lot.”

Cairns. “I think a lot of that is because of how our

Brooksby, who finished her final season with the

marketing team has been able to use social media
to get the word out there.”

Aggies this Fall, has been starting for the Utah

twice this year with their game against the Uni-

that, in comparison to other sports at the univer-

State soccer team for four seasons now and said

The Aggies have broken records in attendance

sity, she thinks the fans could do even better than

versity of Utah, which attracted 1,438 fans, then

this season.

again with the game against BYU with 1,945.

“It’s sad because you go to the Spectrum and

The average number in attendance for the home

matches this season was 745. Last year, the team

you see it full and just think how crazy that would

Cairns and her staff work with the sports infor-

a lot more fans this year than I’ve ever seen before

be to have it here,” Brooksby said. “But we’ve had

saw an average of 504 fans at each home game.

so their support has been awesome and I love it,

mation director, Megan Allen, to keep social me-

but I think they could do more.”

dia posts consistent. Morgan Talbot, with the ath-

McGuire, who still has two years of eligibility on

letics department of marketing, works with the

the team, predicted the attendance to continue to

team’s social media for promotions and exposure

increase through next year.

to increase attendance at games.

For the last home game of the season, the mar-

keting department ran a “Freebie Friday” for the
fans who attended the soccer game. The first 100

fans who showed up received free mugs from the
marketing department. That led to a total of 605
fans in attendance, compared to the 507 who at-

Photo by Megan Nielsen
Utah State goalkeeper Grace McGuire kicks the ball back into play against BYU in a match played on Sep. 17

Utah State soccer went undefeated at home in

conference play this season and 7-4 in confer-

On top of the social media posts from the team’s

official accounts, both McGuire and Brooksby

“Hopefully attendance continues to be on the

rise,” McGuire said. “I know the freshman class

next year is supposed to be bigger than next year,
so that really helps with our fan-base.”
@ususportspaige

One. Last. Ride.

Utah State’s seniors clash with New Mexico in a must-win game for bowl eligibility

By Taylor Emerson
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

It’s been quite a ride for the Utah State foot-

ball team’s senior class.

Together they’ve been to four bowl games

“Nobody ever wants their last season of col-

“You watch them against a lot of teams and

lege football to go the way that it’s happened

they’ll break through and hit home runs,”

“But at the same time, there’s a reason why

in a hurry.”

or the way it’s been going,” Houston said.
this is happening, we’re being tested for some

concerns of a quarterback controversy.

“The biggest thing is finding out if Kent

Wells said. “They can score and finish on you

(Myers) is healthy and I’ll know a little bit

USU head coach Matt Wells has to be con-

Monday. “I’ll know more after talking to the

more after this afternoon,” Wells said on

reason and it’s a great life lesson.”

cerned for the challenge as his team has prov-

counted for 3,795 yards and 23 touchdowns

worst. The Aggies need a lot in order to just

onslaught no matter the opponent. Over the

ed as day-to-day. The junior signal caller

t defensive side they’re even better — 695

bowl berth. First USU will need to overcome

allowed 781 yards and six touchdowns on the

touchdown versus Wyoming before being in-

and won it all on three occasions. They’ve acon the offensive side of the ball, and on the

tackles, 22 sacks and more than 15 takeaways.

This home finale against New Mexico, and

As broken records go, this one may be the

stay alive and remain in consideration for a
the Lobos; they must then repeat against Nevada; then repeat again at BYU.

in the Mountain West, over the past five

about it, put our heads down, go to work,

Of those who stand out on the 25-man list

take it one game at a time and get ourselves
in a bowl game.”

the Lobos, led by Teriyon Gipson and Tyrone

Owens, has amassed 3229 yards and 34

touchdowns all on a 7 yard per carry average.

doctors this afternoon.”

Since Monday, Myers has been officially list-

went 17 of 29 passes for 235 yards and one

jured in the third quarter. Myers’ backup, Da-

mion Hobbs, who had thrown three passes all

year prior to replacing Myers, went 7-for-16

passing for 68 yards and had three rushing

touchdowns. He threw also one interception
after being hit while releasing the ball.

“He did some good stuff and he did some

“It’s huge,” Wells said about the importance

stuff that I know we’re not coaching the quar-

too many explosives on defense, whether it

probably a couple of throws he’d like to have

was pass explosives, which has to do with

tistical running team. Through nine games,

they have only eked out three.

yards and 11 touchdowns.

now against New Mexico – the FBS’s best sta-

fensive linemen Ricky Ali’ifua and Travis
of 39 wins in seasons past – but this year,

games the secondary has surrendered 950

of stopping explosive plays. “We allowed way

be taking on a nation’s top rushing attack,

Seefeldt. In total, the group has been a part

in the nation for passing defense, and fourth

For the third straight week, Utah State will

are tight end Wyatt Houston, running back
Devante Mays, safety Devin Centers and de-

Through the air things haven’t been much

how this isn’t fair, or we can do something

Gary Andersen and current coach Matt Wells,
dersen recruits.

ground alone.

better either. Although the Aggies rank 20th

can pout, we can complain and talk about

as it is the sunset for the few remaining An-

past three games, Utah State’s defence have

“We’ve got two options,” Houston said. “We

this year overall, signifies the final transition
point between between former head coach

en to be simply unable to stop an offensive

containing the quarterback, or it was a run
explosive.”

Ahead of the Lobos matchup, Wells did his

part to put to bed any rumors, questions or

terback to do,” Wells said. “… There are
back. But we dropped a couple on him, too.”

Saturday’s game is scheduled to kickoff at

8:15 p.m. and will be televised on ESPN2.
@TaylorJEmerson
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CALENDAR | NOVEMBER 10-13
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D Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10

Ridgeline Marching Band/ Make Friends with Your Support the Cause to End Imani Winds
Pizza Pie Cafe Fundraiser
Textbooks
Abuse in Cache Valley
USU Performance Hall, USU CamPizza Pie Cafe
12 p.m.

TSC 315A

Free, 2:30 p.m.

pus

Malouf

$10-$24, 7:30 p.m.

$90, 6 p.m.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Veterans Day Assembly
Mountain Crest High School
Free, 9 a.m.

Nativities From Around the Nativity Night
World
Global Village Gifts

Veterans
Concert

Free, 6 p.m.

Free, 7:30 p.m.

Global Village Gifts

Day

Memorial

The Ellen Eccles Theatre

Free, 6 p.m.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Free, 9 a.m.

Smithfield City Library
Free, 1 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13

Lighting the Fire: Ceramics
Education in the American
West

Corinne Masonic Lodge
$15, 4:30 p.m.

Free, 7 p.m.

6
8

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO
HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All
Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800360-4120.
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the
humane thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593.
Paying too much for SR-22 or similar highrisk car insurance? Call NOW to see how
we could save you money TODAY 1-800410-0130.
Building Material
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for
sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get
the savings. 17 Colors prime material, cut
to your exact length. CO Building Systems
1-800-COBLDGS.
Health & Nutrition
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and
Your Family may Be Entitled To A Significant Cash Award. Call 800-778-4167 To
Learn More. No Risk, No Money Out of
Pocket.
Chronic Pain? Back or joint pain, arthritis?
Recent Medicare/health coverage changes
may benefit you! Products are little to NO
COST, if qualified. FREE Shipping. Accredited Pain Specialists. CALL 1- 800-7417579.
Xarelto users have you had complications
due to internal bleeding (after January
2012)? If so, you MAY be due financial
compensation. If you don’t have an attorney, CALL Injuryfone today! 1-800-2814236.
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO
cost to you. Medicare Patients Call Health
Hotline Now! 1- 800-914-8849.

$65, 5:30 p.m.



6
5

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art

Logan Country Club

Help Wanted
Quality Transportation is hiring CDL-A
Drivers. Locations in Nevada. MUST BE
WILLING TO RELOCATE. Call 775-6352443 or www.qtinv.net for application.

4

Drive with Uber. No experience is required,
but you’ll need a Smartphone. It’s fun and
easy. For more information, call: 1-800939-8254.

1
2 9

5 8
6 9
1
4 6 3 7
3
1
6 8
1
7
5
9
3
5 3 6
7
1 7

Miscellaneous
Spectrum Triple Play TV, Internet & Voice
for $29.99 ea. 60 MB per second speed
No contract or commitment. We buy your
existing contract up to $500! 1-800-6083361.

© Puzzles provided by sudokusolver.com

First Presbyterian Church

Veterans Memorial Dedica- Annual Oyster and Ham Stokes Nature Center 19th
tion
Dinner
Annual Gala

DOING WHAT WE SAY SINCE 1935.

SEE FOR YOURSELF.

Creative, musical, nurturing teacher wishes to
adopt a baby into her loving & secure home.
Expenses Paid. Call Lillian 1-888-861-8427 or
www.liliadopts.com

SIGN-ON BONUSES — UP TO $7,500 —
AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA!

DISH Network - NEW FLEX PACK- Select
the Channels You Want. FREE Installation.
FREE Streaming. $39.99/24 months. ADD
Internet for $14.95 a month. CALL 1-800611-1081.

VAN TRUCKLOAD | DEDICATED

Opportunities available in this division
Team and Solo | Regional and Over-the-Road
COMPANY DRIVER BENEFITS
$6,000 tuition reimbursement | Paid orientation and ongoing training
Medical, dental and vision insurance and 401(k) plan
schneiderjobs.com
schneiderowneroperators.com
800-44-PRIDE | 800-28-LEASE

Life Alert. 24/7. One press of a button sends
help FAST! Medical, Fire, Burglar. Even if you
can’t reach a phone! FREE Brochure. CALL
800-831-5787
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered tothe-door Omaha Steaks! SAVE 75% PLUS
get 4 FREE Omaha Steaks Burgers Order
The Family Gourmet Buffet - ONLY $49.99.
1-800-314-2312 mention offer 46191MKB
or www.OmahaSteaks.com/fire66.
Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors.
Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by
Arthritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets.
Less Than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors. American Made. Installation
Included. Call 800-682-1403 for $750 Off.

Work and travel. 6 Openings
Now. $20+ PER HOUR. Full
-time travel, paid
training, transportation provided. Ages 18+, BBB Accredited. Apply online
www.protekc hemic al.com
1-866-751-9114.
Personals
Meet singles right now! No
paid operators, just real people like you. Browse greetings, exchange messages and
connect live. Try it free. Call
now: 800-359-2796.
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Alternative Gift Market

Please Help Us
This Thanksgiving!
You can give a delicious Thanksgiving
dinner to a Hungry and Homeless
person for Only $1.98!
Salt Lake City Mission a trusted service provider for over
22 years will serve delicious ham or turkey and dressing,
mashed potatoes with gravy, vegetables, roll, big piece
of pie and drink. Your gift will also provide help, clean
clothes, hygiene kits, life skills, education, assistance
counseling and so much more to the needy. This year we
expect to serve over 50,000 meals this Holiday Season!

o$19.80 provides 10 delicious Christmas dinners
o$27.72 provides 14 delicious Christmas dinners
A good meal is often the first step to a new life! o$55.44 provides 28 delicious Christmas dinners
o$108.90 provides 55 delicious Christmas dinners
You will receive a tax-deductible receipt.
o$198.00 provides 100 delicious Christmas dinners
Please mail your gift today!
o$542.52 provides 274 delicious Christmas dinners
Salt Lake City Mission
o$1,083.06 provides 547 delicious Christmas dinners
PO Box 142, SLC, UT 84110-0142
o$5,000 or my best gift of Other $_________________
Donate By Phone 801-355-6310 oPlease bill my credit card monthly for the above amount
“Providing real change not just spare change since 1993”
Name_____________________________________
Costs are approximate, include operation
Address____________________________________
expenses and may be used for programs to
City/State/Zip______________________________
help the homeless throughout the year.
If Credit Card, #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
We never sell your name.
Exp. Date: _______ Signed:______________________
Not Affiliated with The Rescue Mission of Salt Lake Donate Online: www.saltlakecitymission.org

